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Abstract 

At present smart phone utilization is expanding drastically. Internationally, if a use 

examination can be done between cell phone and smart mobile phone devices. Smart mobile 

phone is a personnel device which gives entertainment, data, making call and composing 

SMS. In this paper, we have looked into android security model, application level security 

and security issues in the Android-based Smartphone and expects to investigate routine 

methodology of mobile application execution, a methodology of mobile application execution 

in Android. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Android gives a rich application structure 

that permits you to construct creative 

applications and games for mobile phones 

in a Java language environment. The 

documents listed in the left steering give 

insights about how to manufacture 

applications utilizing Android’s different 

APIs. 

 

Android Lollipop is a variant of the 

Android versatile operating system created 

by Google, spreading over versions around 

5.0 and 5.1.1. Disclosed on June 25, 2014, 

amid the Google I/O conference, it got to 

be accessible through authority significant 

other the-air (OTA) updates on November 

12, 2014,
[1–3]

 for chosen device as that run 

appropriations of Android overhauled by 

Google, for example, Nexus and Google 

Play edition devices. Its source code was 

made accessible on November 3, 2014. A 

standout amongst the most conspicuous 

changes in the Lollipop release is an 

upgraded client interface fabricated around 

Material Design as other outline language 

Different changes incorporate upgrades to 

the notices, which can be gotten to from 

the lock screen and showed inside of uses 

as top-of-the-screen pennants. Google 

additionally rolled out interior 

improvements to the stage, with the 

Android Runtime (ART) authoritatively 

substituting Dalvik for enhanced 

application execution, and with changes 

expected to enhance and upgrade battery 

use, referred to inside as Project Volta. As 

of June 2015, measurements issued by 

Google demonstrate that 12.4% of all 

Android gadgets getting to Google Play 

run Lollipop.
[4]

 Lollipop is prospered by 

Android Marshmallow, uncovered in May 

2015, which is in a condition of designer 

review as of August 2015. 

 

DESIGN 

The most critical and evident change in 

Android Lollipop contrasted with KitKat is 

the visual design. A while ago when the 

system was propelled, Google presented 

this as ‘Material’, however from that point 

forward the term appears to have been 

pretty much been overlooked; it is simply 

the standard. 
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What it remains for still applies, however. 

Lollipop sees Google move far from the 

marginally cold visual productivity of 

Android KitKat to something a bit fuzzier-

feeling.
[5,6]

 It is a touch less electronics 

superstore, more IKEA catalogue. 

 

Some of this is down essentially to the 

textured wallpapers Lollipop devices ship 

with as standard, yet the applications menu 

is presently supported by a ‘sheet’ of white 

as opposed to appearing to float on top of 

the interface. 

 

 
There is this kind of arrangement like vibe 

going on, in spite of the fact that without 

an insight of the scrappiness that suggests. 

It's still perfect, yet Android Lollipop 

needs to feel just as it is made of close 

unmistakable however level layers. It 

needs to appear a tiny bit less clearly 

computer than the Android of old. 

 

It kind of works too. As part of this 

Android Lollipop reappraisal I dug out an 

old Android 4.4 Moto G I hadn't updated. 

If you don't use the flashier-looking 

Google Now UI, the UI the Nexus 5 

launched with, now largely lost in time, 

Android 4.4 seems seriously dated. 

 

UPDATES SINCE RELEASE 

Android Lollipop has not really changed 

too radically since it initially showed up. 

At first glance it appears to be identical as 

it generally has. We have had four core 

Android updates since the big 5.0: 5.0.1, 

5.0.2, 5.1 and 5.1.1. The only one we 

really need to worry about is Android 5.1, 

as the others were really just bug fixes. 

Android 5.1 still did not radically change 

the system, but it did add a few features 

like HD video calling, a security tweak 

that blocks a phone even when it is reset, 

and a tweak to how the notification menu 

settings toggles work.
[7]

 The most 

important change, though, was to how the 

volume buttons work.  

 

It sounds unimportant, yet this was likely 

the utmost hostile part of Android Lollipop 

at launch – it is positively the bit the vast 

people complained about. The issue was 

that there was not a straightforward 

noiseless mode that you could simply flick 

on, and clients worked themselves into a 

significant state simply attempting to 

quiets their telephone down. 

 

 
 

ANDROID PLATFORM SECURITY 
Android looks to be the most secure and 

usable working framework for mobiles by 

re-purposing traditional working 

framework security controls to ensure 

client information, system assets and give 

application disconnection.
[8–10]

 Android 

gives taking after security components to 

accomplish these destinations are first 

strong security at the operating system 

level through the Linux bit, second 

mandatory application sandbox for all 

applications, third secure intervenes 

correspondence, fourth application 

signing, and 6th application characterized 
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consent and client need to allow 

authorizations. 

 

Such a large number of points of interest 

are tied into your Google account 

nowadays. For instance, as somebody who 

needs to make a new beginning on new 

phone every week, I wind up re-

downloading a heap of applications, much 

of the time. Be that as it may, nowadays, 

download Netflix and you'll be naturally 

signed in, your character officially 

affirmed by your sign-into your Google 

account. Android feels more joined, more 

educated about you, than before. It's all 

information that sooner or later you've 

discharged, however when that is 

illustrated, it can be startling. 

 

This is not something that has been taken 

off close by the Android Lollipop 

discharge, however. It has been a 

continuous thing. Google’s core 

applications are no more attached to the 

primary Android releases. Google Mail, 

Chrome, Maps thus on are presently very 

separate elements that basically live under 

the Google umbrella. Set your telephone to 

auto-upgrade and you may not even 

understand that these applications are 

unobtrusively advancing out of sight once 

in a while. This kind of advancement 

makes you ponder about security. Indeed, 

that and the panic stories that circumvents 

from time to time. 

 

 

SOME SMART APPLICATIONS OF 

ANDROID 

Android is an open source stage 

manufactured by Google that incorporates 

an operating system, middleware and 

applications for the improvement of 

devices utilizing cellular communications. 

This session investigates the configuration 

of Android, how it works and how it might 

be sent to quicken the advancement of a 

connected device. Alongside rules to 

beginning with Android, the Android 

SDK, its accessible instruments and assets 

will be checked on and thought given to 

applications for Android past ordinary 

versatile and sets, for example, medical 

devices, buyer electronics and 

military/aviation frameworks. A brief audit 

of how Android utilized for mobile and 

real-time application which are valuable 

for remote tracking and observing of some 

application is contemplated underneath. 

(a) Android centered smart home 

monitoring expending wireless sensors 

(b) Automated Attendance Monitoring 

System 

(c) Secure transmission medical data 

for pervasive healthcare system using 

android 

(d) A prototype of Vegetarian product 

recognition system 

 

CONCLUSION 

As Mobile software development has 

evolved over time. From above discussion 

it is clear that Android Operating System 

has emerged as a new mobile development 

platform. Android was designed to 

empower the developer to write innovative 

applications and their own source code. 

The stage is open source, with no 

forthright expenses, and designers 

appreciate numerous advantages over 

other contending stages. We see the 

Android building design which is most 

critical to create applications in diverse 

parts of our life.  
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It acts as an Emerging Software Platform 

for Mobile Devices. Android is Open 

source mobile platform. It is key feature of 

Android that will make it a leader in 

mobile Platform. 
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